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1. My journey
a. I originally thought "Official Story" (19 Arab hijackers, fire/impact damage, Flight 93
crashed by passengers) was correct
b. 2006: encountered 2 DVDs:
1. Brigham Young Univ. physicist Steven Jones lecture at Utah State
2. 9/11 Mysteries: 1. Demolitions
c. Dr. David Ray Griffin's books -- documenting research of scores of researchers
d. Presentations I've done: two Acadia Sr. College courses on 9/11 evidence (2009, 2013),
one ASC Sips presentation on WTC7, SWHPL showing of "9/11 Blueprint for Truth"
2. "Conspiracy Theories"
a. Perjorative use cuts off thinking and ability to look at and evaluate evidence
b. All agree 9/11 was a conspiracy (unless act of God); only question is "Who"
3. Not a matter of Left or Right -- the Official Story is
a. Accepted by Noam Chomsky, Amy Goodman, Matt Taibbi, SPLC (Left)
b. Rejected by Alex Jones (Right)
4. What happened?
a. Official Story (all 3 versions) can be shown to be wrong by existing evidence
b. Many pieces of evidence hint at what might have happened, some contradicting others (or
seeming to)
c. Suspicion of deliberate "cognitive infiltration" -- spreading of disinformation has caused
fragmentation of "9/11 Truth" movement.
d. My own ideas have changed over time -- don't pretend to know for sure
e. It is impossible to know without a truly independent investigation with subpoenas
5. Important questions once the Official Story is eliminated: means, motive, opportunity
a. Who had free access to 3 WTC towers and Pentagon?
b. Who had the ability to accomplish what happened?
c. Who had the power/influence to maintain a continued cover-up of that?
d. Most important in criminal investigations: Qui bono? -- Who benefits?
6. Rabbit Hole or Red Pill: once you start looking, nothing looks quite the same -- 9/11 and its
underpinnings spread out over both time and space
7. Petition (Architects and Engineers for 9/11 Truth) for new investigation: Almost 20,000
have signed it, including over 2000 verified professional architects, engineers, and physicists.
8. Handout materials -- for further study or sharing
a. DVDs
1. This film: full length (1.5 hours) version
2. 9/11 Press for Truth -- "the video to show your grandmother in introducing 9/11"
b. AE911Truth's "Investigator" newspaper & World Trade Center fact cardsœ

